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Abstract: Since low-power Wi-Fi sensors are connected to the Internet, effective radio spectrum
use is crucial for developing an efficient Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for Wi-Fi sensor
networks. A connectivity-based multipolling mechanism was employed for Access Points to grant
uplink transmission opportunities to Wi-Fi nodes with a reduced number of multipolling frame
transmissions. The existing connectivity-based multipolling mechanism in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs
with many nodes may require excessive time to derive the optimal number of serially connected
sequences due to the backtracking algorithm based on the Traveling Salesman Problem model. This
limitation hinders the real-time implementation of the connectivity-based multipolling mechanism
in Wi-Fi sensor networks. In this study, an efficient node insertion algorithm is proposed, by which
the number of derived serially connected multipolling sequences that cover nodes in Wi-Fi sensor
networks converges to only one as the number of Wi-Fi sensors increases in Wi-Fi sensor networks. As
verified by simulation experiments for Wi-Fi sensor networks, the proposed node insertion algorithm
produces a near-optimal number of multipolling sequences that cover the nodes in Wi-Fi sensor
networks. This study proposes a node insertion algorithm for the real-time implementation of the
connectivity-based multipolling mechanism in MAC protocol for Wi-Fi sensor networks.

Keywords: wireless connectivity; multipolling; MAC; sensor networks; wireless LANs

1. Introduction

Many wireless sensors must be connected to the Internet, ensuring that the static
information of products to which sensors are attached and the dynamic sensing information
of the environment where sensors are deployed are delivered and utilized for efficient
decision making to realize a ubiquitous computing society. An increasing number of
wireless sensors are connected to the Internet for public security and health data monitoring
because of the development of wireless LAN technologies, such as IEEE 802.11ah and IEEE
802.11s, and other non-802.11 technologies. Developing an efficient Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol that harnesses the radio resource of wireless sensor networks with a large
number of sensors is a vital part of the success of wireless sensor networks in the future.

The connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol was developed to improve the
efficiency of the multipolling MAC protocol by reducing the multipolling frame transmis-
sions [1–4]. Using connectivity and interference information among nodes, a simultaneous
polling method was proposed to allow multiple direct data communication between nodes
to be carried out [1]. The backtracking algorithm was introduced to derive the connected
multipolling sequence [2]. Frame aggregation and connectivity-based multipolling tech-
niques were combined to efficiently collect Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag
information from nodes [3]. The combined clustering and sequencing method was pro-
posed for a heuristic approach for deriving the connected multipolling sequence of RFID
readers [4]. However, in some cases, a scheduling algorithm based on the Traveling Sales-
man Problem (TSP) model, which is employed by the connectivity-based multipolling
MAC protocol, requires too much time to obtain the minimal number of serially connected
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multipolling sequences in cases where a large number (e.g., >100) of nodes exist in wireless
LANs [1–4]. An efficient real-time implementable algorithm should be developed for
deriving serially connected multipolling sequences of nodes when a large number of nodes
exist in wireless LANs.

In this study, an efficient node insertion algorithm is proposed by modifying the
existing scheduling algorithm based on the TSP model to construct serially connected
multipolling sequences of nodes for the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol.
The next node can be selected to be added to a serially connected multipolling sequence
based on the connectivities from recently added multiple nodes. The nodes simultaneously
connected from the most recently added nodes are not skipped. They are selected to be
added to the serially connected multipolling sequences using the proposed node insertion
algorithm. Therefore, a smaller number of serially connected multipolling sequences
of nodes can be derived to cover all Wi-Fi sensor nodes in a wireless LAN. In densely
populated wireless LANs, a single serially connected multipolling sequence can be derived
for all Wi-Fi sensors, which will be shown by the simulation results later in this paper.
Although the previous scheduling algorithm may backtrack to obtain a smaller number of
serially connected multipolling sequences, the proposed node-insertion algorithm does not
backtrack to derive a near-optimal number of serially connected multipolling sequences in
real time.

The existing backtracking algorithm has the computational complexity of O(l!), where l
is the number of sensors in a wireless sensor network, while obtaining the minimal number
of serially connected multipolling sequences. The proposed node insertion algorithm
almost eliminates the computational time uncertainty from the backtracking algorithm
because the proposed node insertion algorithm has the computational complexity of O(l3)
in deriving a near-optimal number of serially connected multipolling sequences. Second,
the performance of the existing connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol can be
enhanced by the proposed node insertion algorithm, which derives a near-optimal number
of serially connected multipolling sequences in real time. Finally, the proposed node
insertion algorithm can accelerate the migration of Wi-Fi networks to wireless sensor
networks. The contributions are summarized as follows:

• The node insertion algorithm almost eliminates the computational time uncertainty
from the backtracking algorithm for deriving the minimal number of serially connected
multipolling sequences.

• The performance of the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol is greatly
enhanced by the node insertion algorithm.

• The node insertion algorithm can accelerate the migration of Wi-Fi networks to wireless
sensor networks.

As can be seen in the next section, where the MAC protocols for wireless sensor
networks in the literature [5–38] are surveyed, most of the MAC protocols employed
in wireless sensor networks based on Wi-Fi networks are contention-based. However, to
resolve the immense interference among many sensors, it is necessary to develop an efficient
contention-free MAC protocol for wireless sensor networks based on Wi-Fi networks. The
problem tackled in this paper is stated as follows:

• Developing a contention-free MAC protocol for wireless sensor networks based on Wi-
Fi networks that allows Wi-Fi sensors to transmit their data with minimal transmission
overhead.

2. Related Works

In IEEE 802.11 protocol [5], the technologies were extended to allow sensor grouping,
minimizing their contention and enabling relay nodes to extend the communication range.
IEEE 802.11 mesh networks were defined, and a hybrid routing protocol, which is a
Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol, combining elements of the ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector and tree-based routing protocols, was proposed [6]. A new crowd-counting method
has been proposed using wireless sensor and neural networks [7]. New analytical and
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simulation models were proposed for gathering medical information through wireless
sensor networks [8].

Alnazir et al. [9] proposed the improved contention-based MAC protocols of Dis-
tributed Coordination Function and Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function for the
application services of the Internet of Things (IoT). Choi [10] proposed a new clustering
method for wireless sensor networks so that sensors can directly or indirectly communicate
with each other in an energy-efficient manner. The service area of wireless sensor networks
can be efficiently extended by appointing multiple appropriate pseudo-access points (APs)
according to Choi [11]. The new design of full duplex MAC protocol for 5G wireless LANs
was proposed by Gupta and Venkatesh [12]. In a study conducted by CV and Sathish [13],
an underwater wireless sensor network was demonstrated using wireless LAN technology.
From the survey of the research on wireless sensor networks based on Wi-Fi networks,
it is observed that most of the MAC protocols employed in wireless sensor networks are
contention-based and govern communication among less than 100 sensors.

Now, the research on wireless sensor networks based on non-802.11 infrastructure
networks will be reviewed. Jubair et al. [14] compared and reviewed various techniques
and protocols for optimizing cluster-based sensor networks. The new energy-efficient
routing protocols for locating objects or gathering sensor information using wireless sen-
sor networks are proposed in two recent studies [15,16]. The hybrid algorithm, Hybrid
Pigeon Inspired with Glowworm Swarm Optimization, is proposed to optimize clustering
wireless sensor networks [17]. Romli et al. [18] used the unmanned aerial vehicle to gather
data from wireless sensors distributed on the ground. The multichannel MAC protocol
that disperses the wakeup times of neighboring wireless sensors was proposed to reduce
data collisions [19]. The synchronized power-saving mechanism and modified backoff
algorithm were presented to reduce energy consumption and data collisions in Ultra Wide
Band wireless sensor networks [20]. The S-MAC protocol was enhanced to improve the
quality of service (QoS) of wireless sensor networks [21]. The contention-based MAC
protocol was introduced to reduce power consumption and data collisions and mitigate the
hidden terminal problem in wireless sensor networks [22]. The MAC protocol proposed by
Yang et al. [23] reduces energy consumption by the sender’s prediction of the receiver’s
wakeup time. Receiver-initiated power saving and multipriority backoff mechanisms
were employed to reduce energy consumption and improve the QoS of wireless sensor
networks [24]. The cross-layer MAC protocol utilizes the metadata of sensors to reduce
energy consumption in wireless sensor networks [25]. Alanazi proposed the new synchro-
nized power-saving mechanism for wireless sensor networks [26]. The cross-layer design
approach of the MAC protocol was proposed to optimize energy consumption by the syn-
chronized Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) mechanism [27]. The receiver-initiated
and cooperative MAC protocol was presented to reduce energy consumption and data
collisions in wireless sensor networks [28].

In addition to the contention-based MAC protocols, in the literature, reservation-
based or contention-free MAC protocols can be found for wireless sensor networks. The
contention-free and low-delay MAC protocol was proposed for wireless sensor networks
in underwater environments [29]. The distributed Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-
based MAC protocol was employed to mitigate data collisions in vehicular ad hoc net-
works [30]. The channel reservation mechanism through Request-to-Send (RTS) and Test-
to-Transmit handshake was proposed for a secured communication in an intelligent 6G
network [31]. The link delay aware MAC protocol based on TDMA and Frequency Di-
vision Multiple Access was designed to improve energy consumption in wireless sensor
networks [32]. TDMA schedule-based MAC protocols were used for energy harvesting in
cognitive wireless sensor networks [33,34]. The hybrid CSMA/TDMA MAC protocol was
presented to satisfy a variety of QoS requirements in wireless sensor networks [35]. The
TDMA-based hybrid MAC protocol was proposed to optimally control a power-saving
mechanism to reduce energy consumption in wireless sensor networks [36]. The reservation-
based MAC protocol through the scheduling of RTS frames was employed to reduce data
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collisions and energy consumption for wireless sensor networks [37]. The reservation-based
MAC protocol through the random transmissions of RTS frames used Nash equilibrium
theory to improve the throughput of wireless sensor networks [38]. In the case of wireless
sensor networks based on non-802.11 networks like Bluetooth networks, the research efforts
are divided into contention-based, contention-free or reservation-based approaches, and
recently, more research efforts have focused on the development of contention-free or
reservation-based MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks.

We can summarize the research trend on wireless sensor networks based on Wi-Fi
networks and non-802.11 networks, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Trend of research on wireless sensor networks.

MAC Method

Contention-Based Contention-Free or Reservation-Based

Infrastructure Network
Wi-Fi Network Most Little

Non-802.11 Network Fair Fair

The MAC protocol’s performance significantly degrades as the number of sensors in
wireless sensor networks increases due to the interference among sensors. When it comes
to wireless sensor networks based on non-802.11 networks like Bluetooth networks, where
sensors have a short transmission range, this degradation of network performance can
be multiplied as data go through multi-hop links. This may lead to the early adoption of
contention-free or reservation-based MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks based
on non-802.11 networks. Research on contention-free or reservation-based MAC protocols
for wireless sensor networks based on Wi-Fi networks is crucial for enhancing global
network performance in a 6G society. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a contention-
free MAC protocol that allows many Wi-Fi sensors to transmit their uplink data with
minimal transmission overhead to utilize the radio spectrum more efficiently in Wi-Fi
sensor networks.

3. Connectivity-Based Multipolling MAC Protocol

This section will briefly explain the mechanism of the connectivity-based multipolling
MAC protocol [1–4]. The connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol is based on the
Point Coordination Function (PCF) [39]. According to the PCF, APs transmit a separate
polling frame to each node to grant uplink transmission opportunity. However, when
a large number of nodes exist in wireless LANs, and the uplink MAC frames have a
small payload, which is the case for wireless LANs with a large number of Wi-Fi sensors
having relatively a small amount of static and dynamic sensing information, the MAC
overhead of the separate polling transmissions for all nodes becomes significant. The
connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol was proposed to resolve this problem. The
connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol mainly focuses on optimizing the general
uplink data transmission procedure in Wi-Fi sensor networks with multipolling frame
transmissions but not on the query-based information search for a specific sensor or a group
of sensors.
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Initially, when APs have not yet collected connectivity information among nodes,
the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol is operated according to the PCF. The
connectivity information among nodes indicates whether each node can successfully hear
and decode the transmission signals from other nodes. Each node i responds to APs
by piggybacking on its uplink data or null frame whether it can hear the transmission
signals from each other node j, that is, node i is connected from node j, overhearing the
transmission signals from node j. From the collected connectivity information among
nodes, APs construct serially connected multipolling sequences of nodes that cover all
nodes that are associated with themselves.

When APs multicast a multipolling frame to the nodes in a serially connected multi-
polling sequence, in which the recipient MAC addresses are specified in the MAC header
of the multipolling frame, each recipient node knows its order in the sequence. The first
recipient transmits its data or null frame in a short interframe space (SIFS) period after the
reception of the multipolling frame, and other nodes in the sequence transmit their data or
null frames in an SIFS period after receiving the transmission signals from the node of the
previous order in the sequence. Note that each node, besides the first recipient, can hear
the transmission signals from the previous recipient in a serially connected multipolling
sequence. Each node responds to APs with updated connectivity information during the
connectivity-based multipolling process, which is the change in the set of other nodes from
which it is connected. APs should update the serially connected multipolling sequences
based on the updated connectivity information among nodes. Based on the mechanism of
each sensor reporting to APs, the change in connectivity information, and APs updating
the serially connected multipolling sequences based on the updated connectivity informa-
tion among nodes, the dynamic nature of Wi-Fi sensor networks can be reflected in the
connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol.

When a node does not respond to a multipolling frame, the APs should retransmit
the multipolling frame for error recovery, where the multipolling sequence should include
only the partial sequence of the original sequence after the failed node. When the failed
node is not the first node in the multipolling sequence, the APs consider the connectivity
from the previous node of the failed node to the failed node to be broken. For efficient
and reliable uplink data transfer by the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol,
the bitmap technique can assign a bit to each recipient MAC address in the multipolling
frames. The APs can indicate whether the previous uplink data transfer from the node of
the corresponding MAC address was successful by setting the bit assigned to a recipient
MAC address to zero or one.

The connectivity-based multipolling process consists of two phases: the initialization
phase and the multipolling phase. During the initialization phase using the PCF, APs poll
each sensor in a round-robin manner, and each sensor responds with the data or null frame
on which the connectivity information is piggybacked. Using the connectivity information
collected from sensors, the APs initiate the multipolling phase by transmitting the multi-
polling frames, and the sensors polled by the multipolling frames respond with their data
or null frames, on which the change in the connectivity information is piggybacked, in a
serially connected manner. This process is depicted in Figure 1. In Figure 1b, node 3 hears
the transmission signals from node 2, while node 1 hears the transmission signals from
node 3, and so on.
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4. Efficient Node Insertion Algorithm
4.1. Motivational Idea

When sequencing nodes in a serially connected manner, the previous scheduling
algorithm employed by the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol considered
only the connectivity from the most recently added node in a sequence to select the next
node. This may result in selecting the next node not connected to other recently added
nodes in the sequence by skipping nodes simultaneously connected to multiple recently
added nodes. Therefore, as the scheduling algorithm progresses, the remaining nodes
that have not been added to the sequences may not have sufficient connectivity; thus,
the scheduling algorithm may fail to construct a minimal number of serially connected
multipolling sequences for the remaining nodes in real time. For example, Figure 2 shows
that ten nodes 1, 2, . . ., and 10 are deployed in a row, and nodes i and j for |i – j| < 3 are
mutually connected. Let us consider only the connectivity from the most recently added
node in the sequence to insert a new node into a serially connected multipolling sequence.
Three serially connected multipolling sequences: (1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 8), (2), and (5) can
be constructed. The scheduling algorithm randomly selects the next nodes among the
nodes that are connected from the most recently added nodes in the first multipolling
sequence. For example, after the insertion of node 1, the scheduling algorithm randomly
selects node 3 among nodes 2 and 3, which are connected from node 1. After constructing
the first multipolling sequence (1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 8), the remaining nodes 2 and 5 are
not connected. However, a single serially connected multipolling sequence (1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) can cover ten nodes. Although the scheduling algorithm can find the
minimal number of serially connected multipolling sequences by a backtracking search
in the end, as the number of nodes in a wireless LAN increases, the possibility of the
previous scheduling algorithm being able to find the minimal number of serially connected
multipolling sequences in real time significantly decreases.
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The optimization problem for constructing the minimal number of serially connected
multipolling sequences that covers a set of nodes can generally be formulated as a TSP [1–4].
When a relatively small number of nodes exist in wireless LANs, it is beneficial to solve
the general TSP problem using a backtracking algorithm. However, when many nodes
exist in wireless LANs, which may be the case with Wi-Fi sensor networks, solving the
TSP problem using a backtracking algorithm can be extremely time consuming in some
cases. As the number of Wi-Fi sensor nodes grows in wireless LANs, the connectivity from
the most recently added multiple nodes in a serially connected multipolling sequence in
construction should be considered to insert a new node into the sequence so that the search
space becomes smaller. The nodes simultaneously connected from the most recently added
multiple nodes are not skipped from being inserted into the serially connected multipolling
sequence in construction. Moreover, to save the time required by the newly proposed node
insertion algorithm, it does not backtrack or undo any insertion of the previous node in
sequence. The proposed node insertion algorithm is explained in the following subsection.

4.2. Description of Algorithm

We assume a wireless LAN consisting of an AP and Wi-Fi sensors associated with
the AP. Each low-power Wi-Fi sensor was assumed to be able to transmit its data frame
directly to the AP at a relatively low transmission speed, as in [7]. The connectivity-based
multipolling MAC protocol was employed for each Wi-Fi node to transmit its uplink data
frames to the AP. In this subsection, the node insertion algorithm is explained, by which
the serially connected multipolling sequences of Wi-Fi sensor nodes necessary for the
connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol are derived.

An unselected node can be randomly selected as the first Wi-Fi node of a new serially
connected multipolling sequence. When inserting a new Wi-Fi node into the serially
connected multipolling sequence of nodes being constructed, the primary condition for
selecting the next Wi-Fi node is that it should be connected from the most recently added
node in the sequence. However, suppose multiple Wi-Fi nodes connected from the most
recently added node are available. In that case, a secondary condition is proposed for
selecting the next Wi-Fi node. After selecting the new Wi-Fi node for the sequence, the
connectivity of the remaining Wi-Fi nodes that have not been selected is maximized. The
connectivity of a set S of nodes is defined as the number of ordered pairs (i, j) such that node
j is connected from node i, i 6= j, and i and j are in S. If no new Wi-Fi node satisfies the first
condition, the current serially connected multipolling sequence is closed, and a new serially
connected multipolling sequence of nodes begins to be constructed by selecting the random
remaining Wi-Fi node as the first node of the new serially connected multipolling sequence.
Let us consider only the first condition for selecting the next Wi-Fi node to be added to
the serially connected multipolling sequence. A minimal number of serially connected
multipolling sequences may not be constructed for the remaining Wi-Fi nodes because the
connectivity of the set of the remaining Wi-Fi nodes may not be maximized. Note that in
Figure 2, if node 4 is selected as the next node after the addition of nodes 1 and 3 to the first
serially connected multipolling sequence, the connectivity of the set of remaining nodes 2,
5, 6, . . ., 10 is not maximized because node 2 is not connected to any other remaining node.

The easy way of implementing the primary and secondary conditions for selecting the
next Wi-Fi node that is to be inserted into a serially connected multipolling sequence in
construction is that the Wi-Fi nodes are searched that are simultaneously connected from
the m (=1, 2, . . .) most recently added nodes in the sequence. As the next node, a Wi-Fi node
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is selected that is simultaneously connected from as many most recently added nodes in
the sequence as possible. By selecting the next node, the selected Wi-Fi node is most likely
to be connected from the smallest number of nodes that have not been selected so that the
connectivity of the set of the remaining nodes that have not been selected is maximized.
Note that in Figure 2, after the addition of nodes 1 and 3 to the first serially connected
multipolling sequence in the construction, node 2 has the largest number of nodes in the
current sequence from which it is connected and has the smallest number of unselected
nodes from which it is connected, so that the connectivity of the set of the remaining nodes
4, 5, 6, . . ., and 10 is maximized.

m should not exceed the number of Wi-Fi nodes in the current sequence during
construction. If, with m = 1, no Wi-Fi node is available that is connected from m = 1, the most
recently added node in the sequence, the current serially connected multipolling sequence
that is being constructed should be closed, and a new serially connected multipolling
sequence should begin to be constructed for the remaining Wi-Fi nodes that have not been
selected. If m = a certain value n (>0), the Wi-Fi nodes are found that are simultaneously
connected from the m = n most recently added nodes in the sequence, and the Wi-Fi nodes
are searched that are simultaneously connected from the m = n + 1 most recently added
nodes in the sequence. If with m = n (>1), no Wi-Fi node is found that is simultaneously
connected from the m = n most recently added nodes in the sequence, to the current
serially connected multipolling sequence, a random Wi-Fi node should be inserted that
is simultaneously connected from the m = n − 1 (>0) most recently added nodes in the
sequence. Continuing to construct serially connected multipolling sequences by inserting
new Wi-Fi nodes that are simultaneously connected from as many of the most recently
added nodes in the current sequences as possible to the serially connected multipolling
sequences that are being constructed, the final serially connected multipolling sequences
can be derived that cover the Wi-Fi sensor nodes in the wireless LAN.

Applying the aforementioned node insertion algorithm to ten nodes in Figure 2, after
inserting nodes 1 and 3 into the first serially connected multipolling sequence, node 2
should be inserted as the next node to the first sequence. Then, nodes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10
are sequentially inserted, and a single serially connected multipolling sequence (1, 3, 2, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10) that covers ten nodes can be constructed.

The pseudocode and the flow chart for implementing the proposed node insertion
algorithm are presented in Algorithm 1 and Figure 3, respectively.

In Algorithm 1 and Figure 3, the top loop is for selecting the next node, which is a
node that is simultaneously connected from as many of the most recently added nodes in
the current sequence as possible until the derived multipolling sequences cover all nodes.
The second top loop sets the values of possibility[i][j] at each stage of selecting the next
node. possibility[i][j] is set to 1 if node j is connected from the previous nodes up to the last
(number of sensors in the current multipolling sequence in construction − i + 1)th node,
and depth is set to the minimal value of i such that there are one or more j values satisfying
the condition of possibility[i][j] = 1. Note that any node j such that possibility[depth][j] = 1 is a
node that is simultaneously connected to as many of the most recently added nodes in the
current sequence as possible.

When applying the proposed node insertion algorithm to the network in Figure 2 to
derive the serially connected multipolling sequence (1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10), the process
of setting the possibility[i][j] values and selecting the next nodes to be inserted into the
multipolling sequence during construction is depicted in Figure 4.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of node insertion algorithm

for(n = 1; n ≤ # of sensors; n++)
for(i = # of sensors in current multipolling seq.; i ≥ 1; i--)

if(i = # of sensors in current seq.)
possibility[i][j] = 1 for all unselected j’s such that node j is connected from the

previous node;
possibility[i][j] = 0 for all other j’s;

else
possibility[i][j] = 1 for all unselected j’s such that node j is connected from

(# of sensors in current
seq. – i + 1)th last node and possibility[i + 1][j] = 1;
possibility[i][j] = 0 for all other j’s;

if(there is no j such that possibility[i][j] = 1)
break and set the depth to the current stopped value of i + 1;

if(there is no break in second top loop)
set depth to 1;

if(current seq. is empty)
select any unselected node j and insert such node j to the current multipolling seq.;

else if(depth > # of sensors in current multipolling seq.)
close current multipolling seq. and start new multipolling seq. with any unselected

node j;
else

select any j such that possibility[depth][j] = 1 and insert such node j to current
multipolling seq.;
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5. Simulation Results

We assume that the service area of a Wi-Fi sensor network is circular, that an AP is
located at the center of the service area, and l = 10, 20, 30, . . . 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, or
1000 Wi-Fi sensors are associated with the AP and randomly located in the circular service
area. Many smart factories have over 1000 sensors for the realization of IoT technology [40,
41]. To cover this number of sensors by sensor networks, each sensor network should
interconnect with up to 1000 sensors. The radius of the service area is denoted by r, and the
transmission range of each Wi-Fi sensor, for which the radius R = r, 1.1r, 1.2r, 1.3r, 1.4r, or
1.5r, is assumed to be circular. The simulation parameters for the number of sensors in the
sensor network, and the transmission range of each sensor, their values, and other details
of simulation setup are presented in Table 2. Three sample Wi-Fi sensor networks with l
= 10, 20, and 30 Wi-Fi sensors and R = r are generated to closely observe the behavior of
the proposed node insertion algorithm, as shown in Figures 5–7. Applying the proposed
node insertion algorithm to the three sample networks in Figures 5–7, serially connected
multipolling sequences are constructed for the Wi-Fi sensors, and each constructed serially
connected multipolling sequence is presented using a connected arrow.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters, values and details of simulation setup.

Parameters Values

Number of Sensors (l) 10, 20, 30, . . ., 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
Transmission Range (R) r, 1.1r, 12r, 1.3r, 1.4r, 1.5r
Shape of Service Area Circular

Location of AP Center of Service Area
Location of Sensors Uniformly Randomized
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In Figures 5–7, the coordinate value (0, 0) is the center of the circular service area,
and the other coordinate values are relative to the radius r of the service area. Since the
coordinate value of the location of each sensor and the transmission range (R) are relative to
the radius r of the service area, that is, the coordinate value of the location of each sensor and
the transmission range are simultaneously proportional to the radius r of the service area,
the value of r > 0 does not affect the operation of the proposed node insertion algorithm
or the simulation results. As shown in Figures 5–7, two serially connected multipolling
sequences for each sample network with 10 and 20 Wi-Fi sensor nodes were derived, and
only a single serially connected multipolling sequence for the sample network with 30 Wi-Fi
sensor nodes was derived using the proposed node insertion algorithm. It can be seen that
the algorithm tries its best not to skip the nodes simultaneously connected from the most
recently added nodes in the sequences from the behavior of the proposed node insertion
algorithm for sequencing nodes to construct serially connected multipolling sequences.
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Figure 7. Sample Wi-Fi sensor network and formation of serially connected multipolling sequence
with l = 30 and R = r.

We generated 50 random networks to obtain the performance of the proposed node
insertion algorithm for the mean number of serially connected multipolling sequences for
Wi-Fi sensor networks for each combined case of l = 10, 20, 30, . . ., 100, 200, 400, 600, 800,
or 1000 Wi-Fi sensors, and R = r, 1.1r, 1.2r, 1.3r, 1.4r or 1.5r. The mean number of serially
connected multipolling sequences for each combined case is presented in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, the proposed node insertion algorithm performs excellently
in deriving, on average, fewer than two serially connected multipolling sequences that
cover the Wi-Fi nodes in all cases. It can be seen that the number of serially connected
multipolling sequences derived by the proposed node insertion algorithm tends to decrease
as the number of Wi-Fi sensors increases in the sensor networks and converges to only
one as the number of nodes increases in the sensor networks. This significant reduction in
the multipolling frame transmission overhead results in each sensor being granted more
wireless bandwidth to transmit uplink data, extending the lifetime of Wi-Fi sensor networks.
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In Figure 9, the mean number of previously added nodes in the sequences is presented,
from which the connectivities are considered for the proposed node-insertion algorithm
to select the next nodes. As the number of previously added nodes from which the
connectivities are considered to select the next nodes increases, the proposed node-insertion
algorithm requires more time to derive serially connected multipolling sequences that cover
the nodes. The proposed node insertion algorithm requires more time to derive serially
connected multipolling sequences as the number l of nodes and the transmission range R
increase. For the worst case of l = 1000 and R = 1.5r, the proposed node insertion algorithm
took less than 0.8 s to derive the serially connected multipolling sequences that cover the
nodes for each case of 50 random Wi-Fi sensor networks using a computer of 1.6 GHz CPU
and 8 GB RAM.
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6. Discussion

Generally, when an existing connectivity-based multipolling mechanism based on
the TSP model is applied to derive the optimal number of serially connected multipolling
sequences for wireless LANs, the number of searches required by the existing connectivity-
based multipolling mechanism increases as the number of nodes increases in wireless
LANs [1–4]. Specifically, through simulation experiments conducted over more than
1000 random networks with l = 1000 sensors and transmission range R = r, 1.1r, 1.2r, 1.3r,
1.4r or 1.5r, the search algorithm based on the TSP model was found to take on average more
than 14.67 s to derive the optimal number of multipolling sequences for each network and
to take more than ten minutes to derive the optimal number of multipolling sequences in
some cases of networks. A new node insertion algorithm is proposed to resolve the issue of
excessive time taken by the existing connectivity-based multipolling mechanism in which
the search space for the optimal number of serially connected multipolling sequences
is dramatically reduced such that the number of real-time derived serially connected
multipolling sequences converges to only one as the number of sensors in Wi-Fi sensor
networks increases. When the number of sensors in Wi-Fi sensor networks is equal to 1000,
the mean numbers of serially connected multipolling sequences are equal to 1.06, 1.2, 1.08,
1.18, 1.06, and 1.12 for R = r, 1.1r, 1.2r, 1.3r, 1.4r and 1.5r, respectively, according to the
simulation experiments in Section 5. The strong result—that in real time, almost only one
serially connected multipolling sequence can be derived for a Wi-Fi sensor network with
many sensors—makes the MAC protocol based on the connectivity-based multipolling
mechanism more attractive for Wi-Fi sensor networks.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that as new nodes are selected, depth does not decrease,
which provides a clue for further reducing the search space. The proposed node insertion
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algorithm was found to be more efficiently implemented using one or more additional tech-
niques for reducing the search space, such that serially connected multipolling sequences
could be derived within approximately 15 ms for each simulated case in Section 5. A subse-
quent paper will be prepared and submitted for publication for a detailed implementation
of techniques to reduce the search space further.

Now, why only one serially connected multipolling sequence can exist for the connectivity-
based multipolling mechanism in a Wi-Fi sensor network with many sensors is discussed.
The connectivity-based multipolling mechanism is based on the connectivity among nodes
in wireless LANs. The connectivity-based multipolling mechanism aims to find the min-
imal number of serially connected multipolling sequences that cover all the nodes in
wireless LANs. The performance of the search algorithm for the minimal number of serially
connected multipolling sequences, which is the number of derived serially connected
multipolling sequences, depends heavily on the connectivity of the set of nodes of the
sensor network. Fortunately, generally, an exponentially increasing connectivity for the
set of nodes in the sensor network is found as the number of nodes increases in the sensor
network. The exponentially increasing connectivity ultimately leads to only one serially
connected multipolling sequence as the number of nodes increases in the sensor network.

7. Conclusions

All MAC protocols proposed for wireless LANs can be categorized into contention-
based or polling-based protocols and single or multi-hop protocols. In Wi-Fi sensor net-
works, where many sensors exist, contention-based protocols have a significant disadvan-
tage because of the immense interference among sensors. Wi-Fi sensor networks may suffer
from poor MAC performance. However, because of the inherent nature of polling-based
protocols, they can avoid interference among sensors through efficient polling schemes.
Single-hop protocols have become more attractive for Wi-Fi sensor networks because of
recent sensor-technology advancements through which a great extension of the transmis-
sion range of sensors can be achieved. This study uses a polling-based single-hop MAC
protocol based on a connectivity-based multipolling mechanism.

Since adopting the polling-based MAC protocol for supporting real-time traffic in
wireless LANs, the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol has been researched to
optimize the number of polling frame transmissions using the connectivity among Wi-Fi
nodes. In particular, when Wi-Fi sensor networks connect a large number of Wi-Fi sensors to
the Internet through wireless LANs, the optimization problem for minimizing the number
of polling frame transmissions is challenging, and a real-time implementable algorithm for
a minimal number of polling sequences is required for the successful implementation of
the connectivity-based multipolling MAC protocol.

This paper proposes a real-time implementable, efficient node insertion algorithm
for deriving a near-optimal number of polling sequences for the connectivity-based multi-
polling MAC protocol. The simulation results show that the number of polling sequences
derived by the proposed node insertion algorithm converges to only one as the number of
Wi-Fi sensor nodes increases in Wi-Fi sensor networks.

According to the proposed node insertion algorithm, each Wi-Fi sensor is granted an
equal transmission opportunity to transmit its uplink data. However, some sensors may
have urgent data, which should be transmitted with high priority. Future research should
be conducted to modify the connected multipolling sequences to simultaneously satisfy
the different service requirements of sensors.
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